ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITY CLUBS CONFERENCE
CONSIDERS VALLEY FORGE RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT

At the annual conference of the Associated University Clubs held in the Library Hall of the University of Pennsyl-

vania, the committee of jointly appointed delegates met on the 9th of March. The report of the committee was read and accepted, and the conference was adjourned.

The committee of which the joint representatives were members, was instructed to consider the proposal of the center of the University of Pennsylvania, to establish a school of agriculture near the site of Valley Forge, where the first session of the Continental Congress was held.

The committee was instructed to consider the request of the city of Philadelphia, to erect a monument in the center of the city, in memory of the Revolutionary War, and to consider the request of the United States government, to establish a national cemetery on the site of Valley Forge.
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The committee was instructed to consider the proposal of the center of the University of Pennsylvania, to establish a school of agriculture near the site of Valley Forge, where the first session of the Continental Congress was held.

The committee was instructed to consider the request of the city of Philadelphia, to erect a monument in the center of the city, in memory of the Revolutionary War, and to consider the request of the United States government, to establish a national cemetery on the site of Valley Forge.
Soccer Shorts

Well, the boys made it three straight Saturday. They certainly played a tough game. Five openings, but no score punk came up the flag with 50.

The loss of those forwards did not do a big deal in Pennsylvania's attack. There was too much fighting with the ball in front of the goal-mouth and a handedness to about before gaining proper control of the sphere.

All that means that experience is lacking. We still think that next year's reign should be a fast one.

Pennsylvania

It's unfortunate that the battle led to being limited by the unanswerable actions of one of State's forwards. He carelessly stopped Callahan, the Red and Blue goalkeeper, during the first half and from the third quarter, kicked in the back effecting him.

There's no excuse for Callahan, but it's a shame that before States was unable to see the chisel's needed for battles. It just happened that Cal's bender was discovered in the open. Fanny lost at time in evading Pennsylvania's cleverr situation from the lineup.

Lucky started at center forward in Bur- well's place but was in for Luxury only in the game at outside right. Lucky went back and Farrell took Callahan's place at goal.

State rarely wanted in that game. They talked from the opening whistle and till the last minute of the fray. It was interesting to see the difference between the two systems.

Pennsylvania kept silent and played methodical, scientific game, while the Lion's three caution to the wise and ever stopped playing.

As you probably know, the Red and Blue Jay team beat Delaware by a 9 to 3 score today. As a reward they were excused yesterday and the Red team went to Statehouse in their places.

The explosive Jay team successfully scored, 124. That Cricket Club league competition is pretty fast.

This 100 combination must be rallied back. Girard College ran up a score in defeating them, 17-1.

The one bright light of the day was the fourth loan's 1:1 tie for Penn A. C. We expected that football team to be helpful, but they, too, had tough breaks.

Associated University Clubs

Consider Valley Forge Site

(Continued from Page One)

Out of the proposed Schuylkill River improvements to be made by the City of Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania Railroad Station, the West Bank and Union and the subway in said improvement, the proposed Baltimore and Ohio railroad improvements, the extension and beautification of the camps, the removal of the surface tracks and the noise problem.

Other problems are the movement of departments to the new location of University, the amount of construction required, the costs, and all the phases of the suitability of the new site. Financiers will be a big factor as well as the effort on the resultant efficiency of instruction. Alums will be considered as to the selection of those to be conducted at Valley Forge and those to take place in the other and the effect on fellowships and other activities. Legislators such as the conditions in the charter, commitments, titles, and the utilization of the property owned in the city will form big problems.

Construction to begin on graduate medical school.

(Continued from Page One)

We allowed to continue for a higher degree. Sometimes this advanced work takes four or five years, depending upon the individual and the subject in which he specializes. In the latter years of college, special emphasis is laid on the specialization work. Besides the fifty different organizations which are aiding in the work, prominent leaders in other cities and even in other countries are sending a hand. If a student shows an exceptional aptitude he is sent to some of the best medical schools in the country, where he will continue his studies.

The new Teaching Hospital, according to the plans as drawn up by John H. Winslow, will cost $150,000. There will be 61 private rooms, 50 beds, an accident ward, a service and the most modern mechanical equipment. There will be an X-ray department, a medical service for children, a department for the treatment of nose and throat diseases, medical and surgical departments, and a dispensary for the convenience of the physicians and students.
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EDITORIALS THAT ARE QUOTED ALL OVER THE WORLD

To the man truly desirous of broadening his views and keeping pace with events, nothing is more helpful than the digest of the news found in good editorials. Reading them develops a habit of judicious thinking.

Public Ledger editorials are always sound and often brilliant. Newspapers in other lands frequently quote them on matters of international import, and they are most widely quoted in the United States.

Whether you agree with them or not you will find the editorials helpful in forming your own opinions.
and time again, but never the lie had and Blue soccermen but only after a terrific battle. The single point that decided the fray was a hard-earned one, for splendid light of the battle between two soccer teams of almost equal ability.

The Red and Blue eleven was praised for the mighty battle that they waged. They fought well and the consequent difficulty of opening the "hidden-ball" attack, every second we passed was fierce and after attempt was made to level the teams' "stone-wall" defense.

Two close defeats

Amidst all the excitement and suspense of the recent games, there has been a notable absence of publicity in the case of the mighty Pitts. Pennsylvania's Varsity football team struggled manfully in the midst of a railroad-striked field yesterday, only to fail in defeat before the overwhelming force of the rival "Engineers." Peters says he has made every match played. Statistics will show that, but for the three-point break, the two teams were almost equally in strength.

The Red and Blue gains should be praised for the mighty battle that they waged. They fought hard and well, and the consequent difficulty of opening the "hidden-ball" attack, every second we passed was fierce and after attempt was made to level the teams' "stone-wall" defense.
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I had long cherished the desire to be an actress and had envisaged the exciting future thrilled by my debut. In the beginning, the critics and audiences were very kind, and I received plaudits from letters, admirers. As I grew older and became more experienced, acting began to leave a newer and broader significance for me. I still have the applause that was hurled at me, no matter how small, but above all I pride myself on having led bigger and better things. I wanted to create a living character of mine the play had I was therefore satisfied with adding the job and just making good. I played every character sort of my real life-dependent upon the true depiction of the role, strength of the production that if it didn’t go in the piece would fail because of my weaknesses.

This was the birth of an artistic double. I tried to be more than an actress. I began to know what it meant to feel a role.

“Having learned this ambition, the profession of acting began to interest me in a still larger way. I wanted to be the queen of feminine stars in America. It was a very foolish ambition, yet this double helped me to make greater strides. I believe, then any other factor. I took my drama so seriously that I often neglected the pleasures of life in order to constantly better myself. I became conversant with the famous dresses of the age, and in between I studied the technique of stage direction to better understand the matter of stage business in the theatre. Then came a more numerous portion. I went on my own account, and then I was offered a part of Shakespeare’s. I was not an actor any longer. I was serving humanity by my portrayal. I was helping an important message to the male theatre-goer, and I plunged in the role of poet. My body had spread its programmes so safely behind these dramatic surmises that it is not exactly noticeable, but the programme in that all for me and to live. Now— where I am asked what acting means to me, I can say that it makes a cover for my own irresponsibility upon the surface. The view of an actor towards itself is most honestly change with that sign. Was he to a greater audience whose viewpoint remains stationary.”

(Choral formula—F. E. I.)

LAFAYETTE COMEBACK
UPSETS W. AND J., 16-10

6 at halftime. ‘Fred’ Hovey talked the locomotive into action. ‘Mike’ Edwards hit a dead end, the center field and the field goal. Lafayette came out for the second half in a different team. The third period had barely begun before Wilson, Sophomore back who was the game’s outstanding figure, scored the President’s first goal. Carbonell failed to kick the extra points.

Later in the quarter Groupe dropped-kicked a brilliant field goal from W. and J’s 15-yard line, making the President’s lead to 19. Lafayette was a beaten team from then until the last minute of play, and then the Lions went out in a dismaying fashion.
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Miss Chrissie Herta, son of "Craig’s Wife" creation in the Broad this evening, has kindly consented to write the column for today, speaking on what acting means to her. So we turn the space over to Miss Horne.

Acting has meant many different things to me at different stages of my career. Coming from a theatrical family, I had long cherished the desire to be an actress and had envisaged the exciting future thrilled by my debut. In the beginning, the critics and audiences were very kind, and I received plaudits from letters, admirers. As I grew older and became more experienced, acting began to leave a newer and broader significance for me. I still have the applause that was hurled at me, no matter how small, but above all I pride myself on having led bigger and better things. I wanted to create a living character of mine the play had I was therefore satisfied with adding the job and just making good. I played every character sort of my real life-dependent upon the true depiction of the role, strength of the production that if it didn’t go in the piece would fail because of my weaknesses.

This was the birth of an artistic double. I tried to be more than an actress. I began to know what it meant to feel a role.

“Having learned this ambition, the profession of acting began to interest me in a still larger way. I wanted to be the queen of feminine stars in America. It was a very foolish ambition, yet this double helped me to make greater strides. I believe, then any other factor. I took my drama so seriously that I often neglected the pleasures of life in order to constantly better myself. I became conversant with the famous dresses of the age, and in between I studied the technique of stage direction to better understand the matter of stage business in the theatre. Then came a more numerous portion. I went on my own account, and then I was offered a part of Shakespeare’s. I was not an actor any longer. I was serving humanity by my portrayal. I was helping an important message to the male theatre-goer, and I plunged in the role of poet. My body had spread its programmes so safely behind these dramatic surmises that it is not exactly noticeable, but the programme in that all for me and to live. Now— where I am asked what acting means to me, I can say that it makes a cover for my own irresponsibility upon the surface. The view of an actor towards itself is most honestly change with that sign. Was he to a greater audience whose viewpoint remains stationary.”
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3611 Woodland Ave.
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Correct College Style!

No small measure of tailoring skill is needed to express faithfully the preferences of university men, whose style ideas are followed by all America.

... Whether Edward Clothes succeed may be judged by the fact that more than 4,000 Edward suits and overcoats are now being worn at Penn ... Modern selling methods — "Direct to you — with no middleman's profit" — permit us to make each garment to your individual measure, of unusual high-grade fabrics — and deliver it to you at prices far below what you are asked for regular ready-mades.

$28.75 and $38.75

For formal occasions, the correct thing is the new Edward Tux. Tailored for YOU in rich Stillwater Black 14-oz., unfinished worsted. Silk-lined throughout ... $38.75

The EDWARD TAILORING CO., Inc.
University Store: HOUSTON HALL
Open every weekday
8:30 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Frank Cornely
Wes Bowman
Managers
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